A linear-time, approximation algorithm for routing multipoint net channels is presented. The algorithm uses at most a constant factor times the optimal number of tracks required. The notion of channel fluz is introduced and shown, like channel density, to be a lower bound In practice, it appears that the flux never exceeds a small constant. In this case the algorithm performs asymptotically better than the best-known knock-knee algorithm [21] , and almost as well as the best-known three-layer algorithm [19] , without requiring the use of either knock-knees or three layers of interconnect.
I. Introduction
Channel routing plays a central role in automated layout systems. Most layout systems proceed by first placing modules on a chip, and then wiring together terminals on differentmodules that should be electrically connected. To solve the latter wiring problem, the chip is heuristically partitioned into a set of rectangular channels, and each channel is assigned a set of Wires which are to pass through it. This effectively reduces a difficult "global" wiring problem to a set of disjoint (and presumably easier), "local" channel routing subproblems.
For this reason, the channel routing problem has been intensively studied for over a decade, and many heuristic algorithms have been proposed for solving the problem [1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 20, 22, 26] . Recently, Szymanski [23] showed that the general problem is NP-Complete, and with Yannakakis [24] showed that the problem is NP-Complete even when every wire connects exactly two terminals. This might explain why the fast heuristic algorithms developed thus far either produce arbitrarily bad solutions in many cases and/or completely fail on other instances. This paper presents a fast algorithm which always produces near-optimal solutions. The problem may be described as follows. A channel consists of a two-layer rectangular grid of columns and tracks (rows) . Terminals are locateca on the top and bottom tracks on the top layer at grid points. The number of tracks between the top and bottom tracks is the width of the channel. Each set of terminals to be electrically connected constitutes a net, and distinct nets are disjoint.
A net with r terminals is called an r-point net.
The objective of the channel routing problem is to wire together all terminals in each net in a way which minimizes channel width. Wires may be routed on either layer, along any track between the top and bottom tracks, and along any column. There is no restriction on the number of columns at either end. Electrically disjoint wires may cross at grid points on different layers, but, may not owwlap for any distance even on different layers. A wire may change layers at a grid point, in which case no other electrically disjoint wire may pass through that grid point on either layer.
In the Manhattan wiring model, these constraints are satisfied by restricting all horizontal wire segments to lie on one layer, and all vertical segments to lie on the other layer. For a wire to turn a corner it has to change layers, which requires a contact cut. Clearly, distinct wires cannot share a corner since that would violate the constraint that only one wire may change layers at any point. (In the knock-knee model, wires are allowed to turn corners on the same layer, and two wires may share a corner as long as neither one changes layers at that point.) For obvious reasons, Manhattan routing is also referred to as layer per direction or reserved layer routing. Figure 1 gives an example of Manhattan routing in a channel.
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;, 6 o#o,.~ t,T~ck Consider a vertical cut which slices the channel in two, as shown in Figure 2 . A net is said to be split by a cut if at least one terminal in the net lies on each side of the cut. Since at least one wire must cross the vertical cut for each split net, it follows that the channel must, at each point, be at least as wide as the number of nets split by a vertical cut through that point. In short, channel width can be no less than channel density, which is defined as the maximum number of nets split by a vertical cut. For example, the channel of Figure 2 has density ten. Can every channel with density d be routed in O(d) tracks? This certainly seems to be the case for most problems encountered in practice. However, this is not the case in general. In fact, Brown and Rivest [6] give examples of two-point net channels, with n terminals, whose density is one, but for which channel width must be at least as large as x/~n.
Brown and Rivest's lower bound arguments suggest another, lower bound measure for channel width. Whereas density measures the number of nets split by a vertical cut, channel flux measures the number of nets split by a horizontal cut of the channel. First, define a trivial net to be one consisting of exactly two terminals in the same column, called a trivial column.
Definition: A channel has flux f, if f is the largest integer for which some horizontal cut spanning 2f 2 nontrivial columns splits at least 2f 2 --f nontrivial nets.
For example, both of the cuts shown in Figure 3 split 15 nontrivial nets. The upper cut spans 18 nontrivial columns and 2 trivial columns while the lower cut spans • 15 nontrivial columns and 1 trivial column. Inspection reveals that this channel has flux 3. The notion of flux provides crucial insight into the nature of the channel routing problem, and leads to both lower and upper bounds. In particular, the . following results are proved in the next section. In practice, channels appear to have extremely small flux. There are three reasons for this. First, many columns contain less than two terminals. Second, a large fraction of nets contain terminals that are close together on the same side of the channel. (As illustrated in Figure  3 , these are precisely the conditions which lead to a small flux.) Third, flux (unlike density) is a local phenomenon and is less likely to grow as n increases. As an example, Deutsch's "difficult problem" [7] has 72 nets, 174 columns and density 19, but the flux is just 3. (Note that the 19-net example of Figure 3 also has flux 3.)
The approximation algorithm presented in the next section is particularly well suited for such cases. Observe that the algorithm routes multipoint net channels with constant flux in width 2d+ O(1), and two-point net channels with constant flux in width d-~-O(1). The first bound is within an additive constant of twice optimal, while the second is within a few tracks of optimal. These results are (asymptotically) nearly twice as good as those for the best known algorithm in the knock-knees model [21] , and are nearly as good as those for the best known algorithm in the three-layer knock-knees model [5, 19] . Although, in practice, heuristics tend to perform better than our algorithm, the preceeding remarks help explain why good routings can often be found for practical problems without having to use either knock-knees or three layers of interconnect.
To get better insight into "real" problems, a more realistic model, the three-parameter model, is introduced. The three-parameter model is similar to the Manhattan model with the exception that wires are assumed to be narrower than contact cuts. This constraint is implicit in current fabrication technologies. The design rules specify three (instead of two) parameters: wire width, minimum size for contact cuts, and minimum separation between wires and/or contact cuts. The Manhattan routing algorithm is modified to show the following result for threeparameter routing.
Theorem3. Every channel with density d can be routed in width 2d -~ c, and every two-point net channel can be routed in width d-+ c. The constant c is determined by the parameters of the model alone. Moreover, each of these routing~may be obtained in time linear in the area of the routing.
The next section presents the Manhattan routing algorithm and proves Theorems 1 and 2. Section 3 introduces the three-parameter model and proves Theorem 3. Finally, open questions and remarks concerning practicality and constant factors are raised in Section 4.
The Approximation Algorithm
An approximation algorithm for Manhattan routing, based on the notions of channel flux and density, is presented in this section. First, in Section 2a, it is shown that flux is a lower bound on channel width (Theorem 1). Section 2b describes a simple version of the algorithm for routing top-to-bottom nets. (Top-to-bottom nets are two-point nets with one terminal in the top track and one terminal in the bottom track.) The general algorithm is described in Section 2c, and its running time anayzed in Section 2d.
2a. A Lower Bound
The following proof that channel flux is a lower bound on channel width is a straightforward application of the techniques of Brown and Rivest [6] .
Consider a horizontal cut of the channel which spans 2f 2 nontrivial columns and splits at least 2f 2 --f nont~ivial nets. For each nontrivial net split by the cut, mark two terminals that are on opposite sides of the cut and that are in different columns. Also mark the terminals in trivial nets which are split by the cut. Let s denote the number of trivial nets split by the cut. For example, see The marked terminals form a subproblem of the original problem with at least 2f 2 --f q-s two-point nets (s of which are trivial). At most f of the 2f2+ s columns spanned by the cut are empty. By the arguments of [6], this means that at most f --~ 2 of the nontrivial nets can be routed into the correct column by using the first track: f into empty columns and one out each side of the cut. After the first track, there are at most f + 2 empty columns, the extra two having possibly been created by wires exiting through the sides of the cut in the first track. Thus, at most f -[-4 nontrivial nets can be routed using the second track. In general, at most f q-2i non-trivial nets can be routed using the ith track. Since at least 2f 2 --f nontrivial nets must be eventually routed, the minimum channel width w satisfies wf+w(w-Jrl) >_ 2f 2-f which means that w >_ f. Thus the original problem requires a channel of width at least f.
2b. Routing Top-to-Bottom Nets
Recall that top-to-bottom nets are nets with one terminal in the top track and one terminal in the bottom track. The algorithm proceeds in four phases outlined below. As shown in Figure 5 , each phase uses a separate portion of the channel. (Phase 3, the core of the algorithm, is described in detail later.)
Phase 1: Route all trivial nets straight down in the obvious fashion. Henceforth disregard these nets and the columns that contain them. (In particular, do not include these columns and nets when computing k below.) Find the least integer k for which there is a partition of the channel into groups of k 2 consecutive columns such that each group contains at least 3k empty grid points in each of the top and bottom tracks. (An empty grid point is one at which no terminal is placed.) This can be accomplished by trying successive values (starting with 1, 2, 3, ...) until a value for k is fonnd that satisfies the constraint. The definition of flux guarantees that k doe~ not exceed 6(f -+-1).
Phase 2:
The empty grid points in the top and bottom tracks of each group may be arbitrarily distributed. Divide each group of k ~ columns into k blocks of k columns each. Using the upper tracks of the channel, route the first 3 points on the top track (if non-empty) of each block into columns (within the group) which correspond to empty points on the top track. Since each group has at least 3k empty points on the top track, this routing may be completed using no more than 3k tracks. Next, repeat this procedure for the bottom track, using the lower tracks. The original problem is now reduced to one which can be partioned into blocks consisting of k consecutive columns, such that each block has at least 3 empty points on the top track and 3 empty points on the bottom track.
Phase 3: In this phase a simple version of the transformed problem is routed. This routing is used as a "subroutine" in the overall routing. The simpler problem is to route the correct number of wires between blocks: if there are x nets with one terminal in the top track of block A and the ()ther terminal in the bottom track of block B, then route x wires from the top track of block A to the bottom track of block B. It is not necessary that the wires are routed into the correct columns, but only that the correct number are routed between blocks.
This phase is relatively complicated, uses only d tracks, and forms the core of the overall strategy. The details are described later in this section.
Phase ~: Once all the routing between distinct blocks is eomplet.ed in Phase 3, all that remains is the problem of routing within each block. In particular, route each net (entirely within the block) from the column assigned in Phase 2 to the column assigned in Phase 3. Each subproblem has at most k nets and is guaranteed to have at least one "empty" column, so that these routings can be accomplished in a straightforward way (e.g., using the algorithm of Kawamoto and The interblock routing in Phase 3 is accomplished in a block-by-block fashion, moving from left to right across the middle d tracks of the channel. First, each net is classified into one of three categories: falling nets (those for which the block containing the top terminal is to the left of the block containing the bottom terminal), rising nets (those for which the block cofitaining the top terminal is to the right of the block containing the bottom terminal), and vertical nets (those for which both terminals are in the same block). The routing procedure ensures that before and after each block is routed, the tracks containing the rising nets are above the empty tracks which, in turn, are above the tracks containing failing nets.
The routing procedure also ensures that before and after each block is routed, the empty tracks share enough empty columns in all previously routed blocks so that the pyramid structure shown in Figure 6a can be safely inserted into the routed portion of the channel. Pyramids are crucial when the need for backtracking (pun intended) arises. As an example, Figure 6b illustrates how the pyramid is used to make connections in columns that are "blocked" by a vertical segment of wire. Figure 6e illustrates how the pyramid structure is then updated for the remaining empty tracks. Each block is routed in the five steps described below. Figure 7 illustrates each step. The initial situation, just before a new block is routed, is shown in Figure 7a .
Step 1: Route the ending net.s (those that end in the block) in a staircase pattern, as shown in Figure 7b . This is done by moving the lowest ending rising net upward and the highest ending falling net downward wherever possible.
Step 2: Route the continuing nets (those which pass through the block) in a staircase pattern so that the empty tracks remain between the tracks containing rising nets and the tracks containing falling nets (Figure 7c ).
Note that the staircases generated in this step fit against those generated in Step 1.
Step 3: If more rising nets end than falling nets, make Jp the difference by routing some starting rising nets (those which originate in the block) as shown in Figure  7d . (A symmetric procedure is followed if the opposite condition is true.) This completes the routing of the initial portion of the block. It is worth noting that the empty tracks are again in the center of the channel, and that the pyramid structure can still be inserted without :lifficulty (Figure 7e ).
Step 4: If there are at least as many remaining starting falling nets than remaining starting rising nets, then route the starting falling nets as in Figure 7f . (a symmetric procedure is followed if the opposite condition holds.) Next route the remaining rising nets (if any) by making use of the pyramid structure for backtracking as shown in Figure 7g . If the number of starting falling nets equals the number of starting rising nets, then one starting rising net is placed in an empty column ( Figures   7f and 7g ).
Step 5: Route the vertical nets in the obvious way.
The completed routing and updated pyramid structure are shown in Figure 7h . Notice that the conditions illustrated in Figure 7a are now satisfied for the start of the next block.
Since the ending nets are always routed before the starting nets, d total tracks are sufficient to ensure the availability of an empty track whenever a starting net needs to be routed in Phase 3. Finally, the total number of tracks in all phases does not exceed d ~-O(f).
2c, Routing Multipoint Nets
The general algorithm for routing multipoint nets is similar to that for routing top-to-bottom nets. As before, the algorithm has four phases. Phase 2 remains essentially the same. Phase 4 eliminates multiple top terminals and multiple bottom terminals within blocks by connecting them using O(k) tracks, and connects one such terminal for each net to the position determined by Phase 3. Phases 1 and 3 are somewhat different from before. We describe these differences below.
Phase 1: As before, route the trivial nets and henceforth disregard the trivial nets and columns. Find the least integer k for which there is a partition of the channel into groups of k 2 consecutive columns such that at most k 2 --3k nets are split by the horizontal cut at the top of each group and at most k 2 --3k nets are split by 
IIII I~ i Routing continuing nel~ in Step 2.
7e: Updating the pyramid structure. the horizontal cut at the bottom of each group. It may be verified that k ~-~ O(f). In each group pick 3k nets and connect all the terminals in the top track of each net chosen, using one track per net, or 3k tracks in total. Do likewise at the bottom of the channel. The resulting problem has, within each group, at least 3k empty columns at the top of the channel and at least 3k empty columns at the bottom of the channel.
Phase 3: The basic strategy is the same as before except that. 2d tracks may be required for the interblock routing. The details are described below.
The nets are divided into four groups: falling nets 
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Lo-) (b) As before, the algorithm is designed to ensure that (between blocks) tracks containing rising portions of nets are above empty tracks and that empty tracks are above tracks containing falling portions of nets. In addition, the algorithm will ensure that the pyramid structure shown in Figure 6 can be safely inserted in the empty tracks of the previously routed portion of the channel.
The routing proceeds block-by-block from left to right in the middle 2d tracks of the chahne}. Each block is routed in seven steps, as described below. The steps are numbered to coincide with the algorithm described in Section 2b. A complete routing is shown in Figure 9 .
Step 1: Route the ending portions of nets in staircase patterns at the left end of the block.
Step 2: Route the continuing portions of nets in staircase patterns nestled against those in Step 1. The terminals (if any) for these portions of these nets are placed to the right of the corresponding staircase, and connections are made to them in the straightforward way.
Step 2.5." Route the starting same-side nets in a staircase fashion, bringing wires from the bottom (top) track to the lowest (highest) empty track available.
Step 3: If more columns have been used at the top of the channel than at the bottom, make up the difference by routing the rising portions of some starting rising nets. (A symmetric procedure is followed if the opposite is true.)
Step 4: Route the falling portions of starting falling nets and the remaining rising portions of starting rising nets, using the pyramid for backtracking.
Step J.5: Route the falling portions of starting rising nets and the rising portions of starting falling nets in the straightforward way in empty tracks.
Step 5: Route the falling and rising portions of vertical nets in empty tracks. Since each net is split into at most two portions , every channel is routed in width 2d + O(f), as claimed in Theorem 2. For problems with only same-side nets and/or nets with one terminal on the opposite side and to the left of all other terminals, the width can be improved 
2d. Running Time Analysis
The input to the algorithm may be presented as a list of columns, each entry describing the nets (possibly none) containing the terminals in the top and bottom tracks of that column. Another possible representation is a list of nets, each net describing the locations of its terminals.
Either representation may be converted to the other in time linear in the area of the channel.
Phases 1,2, and 4 each require no more than O(tf) steps, where t is the number of terminals and f is the channel flux. Since the length of the channel is at least t/2, and, by Theorem 1, f is lower bound on channel width, the area of the channel is at least fl(tf). Therefore, these phases require time linear in channel area.
Phase 3 is slightly more complicated: a priori, nonlinear time might be required to update and maintain the pyramid structure for backtracking. The pyramid, however, is only an aid in understanding why the algorithm works -there is no need to explicitly maintain the structure. For example, the phrase "by making use of the pyramid structure for backtracking" in Step 4 could be replaced by "by simultaneously backtracking in the uppermost and lowermost empty tracks until both tracks encounter an empty column." Upon some reflection, it may be seen that the two commands result in equivalent routings. The latter command is computationally simpler; a little argument reveals that Phase 3 can now he completed in O(dt) steps, d being the channel density.
Again, since d is a lower bound on channel width, Phase 3 requires time linear in the area of the channel.
The Three-Parameter Model
In current fabrication technologies, wires are generally narrower than contact cuts used to interconnect wires on different layers. Unfortunately, traditional layout models overlook this design constraint. The threeparameter model, presented below, takes this'constraint into consideration.
The three-parameter model has parameters p~, pc and Pa and the following design rules (illustrated in Figure 10 ). Rule 3: Two wires on the same layer, two contact cuts, or a wire and a contact cut must be separated by distance at least p~, unless they are electrically connected.
Rule J: In order to be electrically connected, a contact cut and a wire must touch along an interval of length at least Pw-(The contact cut does not need to be centered on the wire).
It is assumed that Pc > p~ (as in current fabrication technologies), and that terminals are spaced at multiples of Pc -{-p~ (also implicitly assumed in the Manhattan model). Wires are either horizontal or vertical, with a layer of interconnect for each direction. Note that the Manhattan model is equivalent to the three-parameter model with the restriction Pc > p,, replaced by Pc = P~. The key idea is to place wires closer together than the spacing of the terminals where there is no need for adjacent contact cuts, thus creating empty space that can accomodate extra wires. Consider a block in the d-track routing produced by Phase 3 of the top-to-bottom net algorithm described in Section 2b. Center all contact cuts on the wires they connect, and space successive horizontal wires at a distance of Pc -[-Pa (measured from the center of one wire to the center of the next). In a group of wires (e.g., ending wires) where there are no adjacent contact cuts, the vertical wires may l~e spaced at intervals of p~ ~-(Pc • p~)/2. Where two adjacent contact cuts occur, an additional separation of (Pc --p~)/2 is needed.
The latter situation occurs only between successive staircases. Hence, the wires of successive staircases should be shifted over an extra distance of (Pc --p~)/2, as shown in Figure 11 . A similar argument shows that multipoint nets can be routed in 2d -~-c tracks. These results show that the three-parameter model gets around the flux lower bound inherent in the Manhattan model, as well as the 2d-1 lower bound for 2-point nets in the knock-knees model [14] .
The preceding three-parameter layout spaces adjacent horizontal wires at distances of Pc -[-P, as in the Manhattan model. An obvious question is whether the horizontal tracks can be spaced closer together to reduce the total channel width. In fact, for any ~ > 0 it is possible to modify the preceding algorithm to require channel width at most 
Remarks
All upper bounds on channel width discussed in this paper are of the form ad -[-fif where a and ]~ are constants. For two-point nets, a ----1 in both the upper and lower bounds. For multipoint nets, however, a ----1 in the lower bound and a --2 in the upper bound. It is our feeling that (for both the upper and lower bounds) the ad term might be expressible as d -~-e where e measures (in some sense) the number or concentration of conflicting nets (those which share terminals in several columns or blocks). Since most practical multipoint net problems can be routed in channels of width d-I-O(1), e should be defined so that (like f) it is usually constant in practice. Should this turn out to be the case, it would improve our algorithm by a factor of 2 (making it very close to the optimal solution for practical multipoint net problems). It would also be interesting to know the value for e in the worst case. In particular, are there n-net problems which require 2d tracks for every d and n?
Most of our efforts have been devoted to optimizing a since, in practice, it is more important than ]L For problems with large flux and small density, however, is of vrimarv importance. The upper and lower bounds calculated for f~ in this paper are very crude (the upper bound for fl is roughly 54), and can be improved. For top-to-bottom nets, more sophisticated arguments show (under a slightly different definition of f and for ~ ----3) that v~ < ~ < v/3. In particular, the refined algorithm routes every top-to-bottom net to within a factor of ten from optimal. For multipoint nets, the bounds are somewhat worse and merit further study.
Finally, although these results are not as good in practice as those achieved by heuristics, they might be useful as a worst-case backup to good heuristics (particularly in the future as problems with larger and larger densities are encountered). In any case, they do provide us with good worst-case theoretical bounds and with insight into why practical problems often have good solutions.
